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ABSTRACT
Exploring interactive visualizations of data generated within the domain for which new products and services are to be designed can play a useful role in stimulating ideas that are considered highly appropriate to that domain. We describe a study in which participants in four collaborative design workshops used information visualizations representing electricity consumption data to help generate ideas for new products and services that could utilise the data generated by a smart home. Participants in the workshops appeared to use sensemaking behaviour to develop insights about the domain, which were later used in generating new ideas. Ideas arising from workshops where the stimulus was data visualized with less ambiguity in the visual encoding were judged to be significantly more appropriate than those from workshops where ambiguity in the visual encoding of the data used as stimulus was intentionally increased. We discuss the implications of this with regards to designing future workshop activities.
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INTRODUCTION
It has been argued in previous work that domain relevant data can have a useful role to play in stimulating stakeholder creativity in early stage design workshops, and that visualizations of such data can play an important part in this [10, 9, 11]. In this paper, we begin by presenting a brief review of the theoretical underpinnings for work in this field by considering literature in three related areas. We then report an initial study, involving four collaborative design workshops, which aimed to investigate a key issue in relation to the style of information visualization that might most effectively be used in implementing such an approach. The results from this study, including an analysis of both the activity during the workshops and the outputs they generated, provide some support for our conjectures regarding the processes likely to be involved in what is a valuable new technique designers can employ to research future users’ requirements and desires.

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Stakeholder creativity in early stage design workshops
Design is an inherently creative process, but without deliberate attempts to stimulate creative thinking, current approaches to user-centred design may inadvertently focus on refinement of existing concepts, rather than developing more radical ideas. In our work, we aim to address Norman’s criticism that current user-centred methods do not lead to major design enhancements [27] by introducing deliberate creativity techniques to stimulate creative thinking when eliciting ideas for design from stakeholder representatives.

According to one well-accepted definition, ‘Creativity is the ability to produce work that is both novel (i.e. original, unexpected) and appropriate (i.e. useful, adaptive concerning task constraints)’ [36]. Maiden et al [24] have discussed how creativity workshops in which a range of stakeholder representatives undertake activities using techniques such as constraint removal, brainstorming with creativity triggers and analogical reasoning can prompt participants to generate important ideas for requirements that are considered both novel and appropriate, and that may otherwise remain unexpressed. Jones et al [21] report on a workshop in a similar style that encouraged participants to brainstorm with creativity triggers, generate new ideas by removing constraints, and combine ideas about problems or requirements with other ideas about the application of new technologies; and Sustar et al [37] used similar techniques in workshops involving designers and older people in the design of digital devices.

These approaches to the use of deliberate creativity in early stage design have based their work on various models of the creative process. For example, Maiden et al [24] used methods derived from, and structured according to, models proposed by Osborn [20], Wallas [42] and Boden [2]. There are many such models, a summary of which can be found in [23]. Perhaps the most frequently referred to is the four
stage model arising from work such as that of Wallas [42], which identifies the stages of preparation, including preliminary problem analysis and definition; incubation, in which associations are unconsciously developed in the mind of the problem solver(s); illumination, or idea generation; and verification, or conscious evaluation and refinement of ideas. All models of the creative process include one or more stages in which ideas are generated, and it is at these stages that most effort on creativity support has so far been concentrated. Most models also include reference to one or more preparatory stages. For example, Lubart [23] characterizes the preparatory phase as one in which “relevant information is gathered and preliminary ideas are advanced” while Treffinger [38] describes processes of mess finding, data finding (through information search), and problem finding. Here we focus on the way in which support can be provided during these preparatory stages, in order to effectively stimulate the generation of new ideas later in the creative process.

**Using data to stimulate creative thinking**

The amount of data we generate annually has grown exponentially, from 150 exabytes in 2005 to 1200 exabytes in 2010 [18]. This suggests that important opportunities may be available if these data sources can be exploited effectively. One way of capitalizing on this increased availability is by visualizing these data and utilising human perceptual capabilities and visual cognition skills to understand, explore and gain insights into that data. Cybulski et al [7] provide an overview of previous work describing how interactive visual analytics is a process of digital creativity that utilizes data for problem solving and decision-making amongst expert data analysts.

In our work, we look to explore data with stakeholders who are not necessarily expert analysts, helping both them and us to develop a better understanding of the context for which new systems are to be designed. We do this within workshop activities as part of the preparation stage of the creative process, described above, and with the aim of generating insight that can later be used to inspire new ideas for products and services. Interactive information visualization has been shown to be an effective method of making data more accessible and engaging to a public audience [44]. It is also one of the transformational tools and technologies identified by Shneiderman as being generators of excellence suitable for supporting creativity and innovation [34]. In particular he highlights the opportunities that information visualization provides for comparing alternatives thoroughly and rapidly by coding with visual variables such as colour and size; using computational power to filter or refine dynamically; and then utilising human perceptual skills to identify patterns, trends or outliers and gain insight.

Many approaches to information visualization design view it as an exercise in using graphical representations to amplify analytical cognition. Kosara [22] has used the term pragmatic visualization to describe this style of design. Here the work of Tufte [39] has been influential with his call for “clarity, precision and efficiency” to “avoid distorting what the data have to say” and his statement that “[c]lear, detailed and thorough labeling should be used to defeat graphical distortion and ambiguity”. Similarly, Few [14] places an emphasis on clearly communicating precisely the data that is represented. In recent years, however, both the computational power available and the number of different ways in which researchers have used this in supporting information visualization have grown rapidly. There are now many possible ways of representing the same sets of data.

As the range of activities information visualization is employed to support has expanded, new styles of visualisation design have emerged. Pousman et al [31] describe a class of casual information visualization characterised as being non-work related, with a user base not necessarily expert in analytical thinking. Here they describe visualizations that support peripheral or ambient information seeking, social data analysis and data art. Both Viégas and Wattenberg [41] and Kosara [22] use artistic visualization as a classifier, describing the use of visualization techniques to express a particular, contextualized viewpoint or evoke deep emotional or intellectual responses. Finally, Manovich [25] notes that any mapping between data and representation is potentially arbitrary, arguing therefore that information visualization techniques might be employed to display the ambiguity inherent in experience.

**The role of ambiguity in creative thinking**

For us, the notion of ambiguity in visual representation is of particular interest, due to frequent associations between the concepts of ambiguity and creativity. There are several lines of work that suggest the use of ambiguous stimuli may in some way be associated with high degrees of creativity.

A high tolerance of ambiguity is a trait that has been shown to be associated with creative personalities, being recognized as such in Guilford’s [16] foundational research. Vernon [40] considered it to be a necessary condition for creative personalities because it permits individuals to be satisfied with partial or sub-optimal solutions to complex problems. Sternberg & Lubart [35] suggest that a tolerance of ambiguity enables people to remain open and continue working through complex situations longer, thereby increasing the probability that they will discover a novel solution, and Zenasni et al [47] have demonstrated the relationship empirically.

In the field of design, Sanders [33] has encouraged participants to explore experience and desire through generative design activities in which they are provided with ambiguous stimuli that encourage experimentation and surprise. This has been shown to be particularly effective in helping participants generate new ideas. Similarly Gaver and Dunne [15] employed ambiguity in their design of
cultural probes used to capture creative feedback from stakeholders during design research. Cruz and Gaudron [6] also employ ambiguity in their Open-ended objects, which, in a similar fashion to our use of information visualization, they employ as a preparatory tool in design workshops. In addition to this, many practitioner-oriented and commercial approaches to applied creativity, especially those used in design, urge followers to be comfortable with ambiguity in their own creative thinking, and to experiment playfully with the many possibilities it can present [13,3,19].

Therefore, as part of our investigation into the role of information visualization in stimulating creative thinking, we were interested to know whether it would be more productive to employ visualizations, which aim to clearly communicate precisely the data that is represented and are designed with a less ambiguous visual encoding, or whether the use of more ambiguous stimuli, where one representation could have several possible interpretations, would support greater creativity in the ideas our workshops’ participants generated.

STUDY DESIGN
To investigate the way in which visualizing domain relevant data supports creative thinking, and whether the degree of ambiguity in the visualizations of data that we provide as stimuli in workshops has an effect on our participants’ ability to gain insight from these data and then generate creative ideas, we designed a simple study. This study consisted of four workshops, each with three participants, where the objective was to generate ideas for new products or services that could utilize the energy data generated by a smart home to benefit its occupants in a future scenario where variable electricity pricing has been introduced. In each workshop participants undertook two rounds of identical idea generation activities, each round using a different style of information visualization as stimulus. We therefore had two conditions under investigation:

- Idea generation with stimulation provided by an information visualization designed with a less ambiguous visual encoding (IV1).
- Idea generation with stimulation provided by an information visualization in which ambiguity in the visual encoding is intentionally increased (IV2).

Participants
Twelve participants were recruited from City University London’s School of Informatics and School of Engineering and Mathematical Sciences. Seven participants were female and five male. Ten were in the age range 25-34 and two were in the age range 45-54. Participants of different ages, gender and experience were evenly distributed across each workshop.

Information visualization design
Both styles of information visualization used in this study were custom designed for the purpose. The data visualized was randomly selected from a set of anonymised electricity consumption data generated by the smart plugs and smart meters deployed in a test-bed of one hundred and thirty households that make up a long-term technology trial in Milton Keynes, UK. These represent consumption records for selected appliances named by the household (e.g. refrigerator or T.V.), and for total electricity consumption, all generated at three-minute intervals. The same data are represented in both visualizations.

IV1 (Figure 1) was designed with a less ambiguous visual encoding. It is based on a familiar dashboard style of interface that utilizes features including a bar chart to show consumption within price bands; a linear timeline and bubble chart to show consumption through 24 hours; and area charts to show percentage of consumption in price bands. Each of these elements is commonplace within information visualization design. With this design, we followed guidelines found in Few [14] and Tufte [39], in particular the use of labeling to defeat graphical distortion and ambiguity [39:56]. The days, appliances and units of measure (cost and kilowatt hours) are clearly labeled and easily identifiable scales are used to help fix the values of data items in users’ minds. IV1 can be viewed online at www.dadc.co.uk/eon/infovis1.html. The information visualization interface is interactive. Selecting any of the interface elements representing the day, appliance type or unit of measure updates the whole visualization to reflect new data values. For example selecting the washing
machine from the appliances list towards the bottom, Thursday from the days towards the top and the cost as a unit of measure (see Figure 2) will update each element of the visualization to reflect the corresponding data values.

IV2 (Figure 3) was designed so that ambiguity in the visual encoding, that is the mapping between data and representation, was intentionally increased. We aimed to introduce a level of abstraction that provided a class of possible interpretations and gave participants multiple options for exploration. In IV2 we replaced the familiar linear timeline with a grid-based representation of the 24 hours in a day but retained the use of a bubble chart representation of energy consumption. This hinted at consumption within a given period of time but was equally open to alternative interpretations.

Figure 3: Screenshot of IV2 showing total electricity consumption for Monday in kWh

Figure 4: Screenshot of IV2 showing the cost of the household’s washing machine use on Thursday

With IV2 we avoided using textual or numerical labels that would define visual items and used abstract symbols to represent the interactive features that control how the data are filtered. Here the pentagons represent different appliances, the stars days and the triangles are used to switch between units of measure. We used abstract symbols because they retain the ability to suggest similarity groupings without using textual labeling or explanation. This follows our understanding of visual variables [1] and Gestalt principles of visual perception [45]. IV2 can be viewed online at www.dadc.co.uk/eon/infovis2.html. Again the information visualization interface is interactive. Selecting the abstract interface elements representing the day, appliance type and unit of measure updates the whole visualization to reflect new data values (Figure 4).

Workshop activities

Activity 1: Initial inspirations

The concept of control had been identified in earlier project research as being important in engaging customers with smart home energy technologies. As an initial preparatory activity, lasting approximately 25 minutes, participants were presented with a number of definitions of and synonyms for control and then asked to brainstorm ideas for people or things that exert control. We gave two examples to illustrate what was required:

- A conductor controls an orchestra
- Traffic lights control the flow of vehicles

Activity 2: Generating insights about the domain

In a second activity, also part of the preparation stage, participants collaboratively explored one information visualization interface. They were asked to capture any insights, observations or aspects they thought important or found interesting on individual post-it notes. This activity typically lasted approximately 25 minutes. To encourage participants’ insight seeking during this activity, they were asked to consider the following five questions:

- ‘What do you see?’
- ‘What do you think it is for?’
- ‘What are you thinking whilst you explore?’
- ‘What do you notice in the visualization?’
- ‘What story does it tell?’

Activity 3: Generating ideas for new products and services

For the idea generation stage in our workshop, we employed a combinational creativity technique, derived from Boden’s [2] theory of creative processes which describes how new ideas can be formed from the combination of existing concepts. This type of technique has been effective in workshops held during the requirements gathering for major socio-technical projects [24]. Participants were asked to select one of the outputs from Activity 1, and one of the outputs from Activity 2, and combine them to create an idea for a new product or service that would utilise smart home energy data to benefit the occupants of that home. Each idea was recorded on a separate post-it note. Participants were asked to repeat this process as often as they could, re-using ideas from Activity 1 and Activity 2 as often as they liked and in any combination they chose. This activity typically lasted 25 minutes. At the end of Activity 3 participants briefly explained their ideas to camera. These we transcribed and gave to the domain experts helping our evaluation.
EVALUATION AND DATA ANALYSIS

Effectiveness of support for creative thinking
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach to stimulating creative thinking under each condition of interest, we analyzed the ideas generated during each instance of Activity 3 in two ways. First, we counted the number of ideas generated to give a measure of fluency, an important attribute of creative thinking [17]. Second, these ideas were transcribed, collated and their order randomized. They were then presented to three separate domain experts who were asked to rate each idea from 0 to 5 for novelty, based on their understanding of how new the idea was to the domain of smart home energy. The same domain experts were also asked to rate each idea from 0 to 5 for appropriateness, based on the their view of the idea’s usefulness within this domain and it’s fit to the workshops’ objective. This evaluation follows Sternberg and Lubart’s [36] definition of creativity in terms of novelty and appropriateness, described earlier, and an approach to evaluation outlined in Dean et al [8] and previously used in Jones et al [21].

Stakeholder perceptions of support for creative thinking
We were also interested in the extent to which participants felt their creative thinking was supported during the workshop by our use of information visualization and other techniques. We therefore asked participants to complete a short questionnaire at the end of each idea generation activity (Activity 3). The questionnaire included 7 questions. Four of these were derived from the Creativity Support Index [5], and concerned the extent to which the visualization and other aspects of the workshop supported various aspects of the creative process. The remaining three were concerned with the extent to which the visualizations supported insight seeking during the second workshop activity, and were derived from work describing how users gain insight from information visualization by Yi et al [46] and North [28]. Responses to all questions were collected using a Likert scale rating from 1 strongly agree to 5 strongly disagree. The questions were as follows:

- Q1: I was very engaged and absorbed using the visualization. I enjoyed it and would do it again.
- Q2: I was prompted to generate ideas that were new and varied.
- Q3: I was able to work together with others easily.
- Q4: I felt able to explore many different options, ideas or outcomes.
- Q5: I could easily identify relationships and patterns in the data that contributed to new ideas.
- Q6: It was easy for me to gain an overview of the data using the visualization.
- Q7: I was able to combine my existing knowledge with insights from exploring the visualization to generate ideas that I had not previously considered.

Generation of insights into the domain
To help us better understand the ways in which the different styles of visualization were used in generating insights about the domain of interest, the insights and observations that participants had generated on post-it notes during each round of Activity 2 were collated, clustered and categorized using models of sensemaking behaviour. Yi et al [46] have suggested using models of sensemaking such as those proposed by Pirolli and Card [30] and Russell et al [32], to help understand the process through which users gain insight from information visualization. These models describe how people iteratively search the available information in order to create useful mental representations; instantiate and manipulate these representations to create possible schema that describe the subject currently of interest; investigate these schema to develop new insight on the subject; and then use these insights to generate new knowledge products. With respect to better understanding our participants’ performance in Activity 2 we focused on the first three stages of these models, resulting in
participants’ new insights. On this basis, we identified four distinct categories of insights and observations:

- **Data Insight (DI):** An insight gained into the underlying data. In sensemaking this would be the point where investigating a schema produced new insight.
- **Data Hypothesis or Question (DQ):** An hypothesis or question about what the data being visualized represent. In sensemaking this is where schema are being instantiated, manipulated and investigated.
- **Observation About Use (OU):** A suggestion for a context in which the visualization would be useful or an observation about its purpose. In sensemaking this is the initial search for useful mental representations.
- **Observation About the Interface (OI):** A statement, comment, question or criticism of some part of the visualization’s interface or interactions. In sensemaking this is the initial search for useful mental representations.

Finally, video data was used to identify how participants’ sensemaking activities progressed using each visualization. In each workshop, we analyzed the conversation and activity surrounding periods where participants were interacting with the information visualizations during each round of Activity 2. Here we used a thematic analysis technique [4], based on the coding scheme described above.

**RESULTS**

**Effectiveness of support for creative thinking**

When comparing quantitative results from the different conditions of interest, we adopted the following approach. First we used Levene’s test of equality of variance, followed by the relevant Student’s or Welch’s t-test and finally Cohen’s d measure of effect size. When comparing quantitative results from the different conditions of interest, we adopted the following approach. First we used Levene’s test of equality of variance, followed by the relevant Student’s or Welch’s t-test and finally Cohen’s d measure of effect size. When comparing quantitative results from the different conditions of interest, we adopted the following approach. First we used Levene’s test of equality of variance, followed by the relevant Student’s or Welch’s t-test and finally Cohen’s d measure of effect size. When comparing quantitative results from the different conditions of interest, we adopted the following approach. First we used Levene’s test of equality of variance, followed by the relevant Student’s or Welch’s t-test and finally Cohen’s d measure of effect size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop</th>
<th>IV1</th>
<th>IV2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WS1</td>
<td>M=2.98, SD=0.70</td>
<td>M=3.00, SD=1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS2</td>
<td>M=2.68, SD=1.10</td>
<td>M=3.24, SD=0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS3</td>
<td>M=2.71, SD=0.43</td>
<td>M=1.83, SD=0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS4</td>
<td>M=2.19, SD=1.17</td>
<td>M=1.79, SD=1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>M=2.66, SD=0.94</td>
<td>M=2.64, SD=1.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Average Novelty Rating for Ideas Generated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop</th>
<th>IV1</th>
<th>IV2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WS1</td>
<td>M=3.48, SD=0.94</td>
<td>M=2.98, SD=1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS2</td>
<td>M=2.20, SD=1.15</td>
<td>M=2.53, SD=1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS3</td>
<td>M=3.52, SD=0.84</td>
<td>M=1.92, SD=1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS4</td>
<td>M=2.31, SD=1.42</td>
<td>M=1.76, SD=1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>M=2.81, SD=1.26</td>
<td>M=2.37, SD=1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Average Appropriateness Rating for Ideas Generated

However, there was a significant difference in the appropriateness of ideas generated (see Table 3 for mean and standard deviation), with ideas generated following preparation using the more ambiguous information visualization being judged significantly less appropriate for use in the energy domain than those generated using the less ambiguous design (p = 0.026, effect size = 0.347).

**Stakeholder perceptions of support for creative thinking**

Perceptions of the general level of support for idea generation appear to be unaffected by the difference in the two conditions. There was no significant difference in responses to questions 2 - ‘I was prompted to generate ideas that were new and varied’ - (p = 0.193) or 4 – ‘I felt able to explore many different options, ideas or outcomes’ - (p = 0.244). In answers to question 3 - ‘I was able to work together with others easily’ - there was no evidence that the difference in visualization style affected participants’ perceptions of the support for collaboration (p = 0.25).

However, all questions relating specifically to the data or visualization were answered significantly differently for the two different conditions. Increasing the ambiguity in the visual encoding in the information visualization used to stimulate creative thinking had a negative impact on participants’ engagement (Q1, p = 0.044, effect size = 0.73); on their ability to spot patterns and relationships that contributed to new ideas (Q5, p = 0.022, effect size = 0.886); on their ability to gain an overview of the data (Q6, p = 0.001, effect size = 1.4); and on their ability to combine existing knowledge with new insights to generate ideas (Q7, p = 0.016, effect size = 0.932).
Generation of insights into the domain

The differences identified above can be further understood by considering the numbers of outputs of different types that were generated in the insight seeking activity (Activity 2) using the two different information visualizations (see Table 4). We found that increasing the ambiguity of the visual encoding had a negative impact on the number of observations generated during Activity 2 that were subsequently categorized as DI Data Insight ($p = 0.019$, effect size = 1.884). There was no significant difference in the number of outputs categorized as DQ Data Hypothesis or Question ($p = 0.723$), OU Observation About Use ($p = 0.426$) and OI Observation About the Interface ($p = 0.113$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation Type</th>
<th>IV1</th>
<th>IV2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DI</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQ</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OU</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Number of Categorized Outputs from Activity 2

Analysis of the video data further shows that participants discuss Data Insight (DI) more frequently whilst using the less ambiguous visualization (IV1). This indicates that their sensemaking is more successful in this condition. Conversely, when using the visualization in which ambiguity was intentionally increased (IV2), participants spent the largest proportion of their conversation on Observation About the Interface (OI). In sensemaking terms, they were focused on searching for useful mental representations of the available information and not creating and manipulating the schema that might lead to their gaining insight.

A conversation from WS4 (Table 5) demonstrates the difficulties participants encountered using IV2. Their concerns remain concentrated on a series of Observation About the Interface (OI) comments with a single instance of Miscellaneous Comment (MC), a category introduced during analysis to denote general comments that continue the conversation without applying directly to participants insight seeking or sensemaking processes. In this instance the sensemaking process does not reach a conclusion as participants struggle to turn the visualized information into useful mental representations of the underlying data.

By contrast, in Table 6 we see a conversation taking place when the same participants were using IV1. This demonstrates how the sensemaking process can reach a successful conclusion with participants sharing a new insight relating to the context of the energy use the data represent. In this conversation, we see a series of Data Hypothesis or Question (DQ) comments interspersed with Miscellaneous Comments (MC). This indicates that participants have formed mental representations and created schema relating to the information in the data underlying the visualization and that these schema are being investigated, re-framed and manipulated as they search for a Data Insight (DI). This we see at the end when they confirm that the data relates to a single household.

| P3               | What happens when you try that? You were going up that one? You were just going up like this… | OI  |
| P3               | So how many? | OI  |
| P1               | It’s not really clear | MC  |
| P3               | It’s 5 across here, 4 up and down | OI  |
| P2               | These or these? | OI  |
| P1               | Shall I see what this one? | OI  |
| P3               | That is… What does it do? | OI  |
| P1               | More circles and less circles… | OI  |

Table 5: Transcript of Sensemaking Using IV2 in WS4

| P2               | And this is washing machine. What does it look like? And there is nothing... | DQ  |
| P3               | Oh but that's on a Monday | DQ  |
| P1               | If it's on Tuesday... | DQ  |
| P1               | Yeah so people doing their... | MC  |
| P3               | So who is doing their washing when? | DQ  |
| P1               | On Thursday people are washing their... | DQ  |
| P2               | And on Sunday. | DQ  |
| P1               | Thursday and Sunday | DQ  |
| P3               | Oh! You never do washing on a Sunday | MC  |
| P2               | And dishwasher... on Saturday only in the morning ... on Friday.... Thursday no dishwashers... and on Wednesday... | DQ  |
| P1               | It’s at midnight. | DQ  |
| P3               | Oh. Is this one persons consumption? Do you think? Because they didn’t do anything on those days. What about fridge-freezer? That one's continually on... So does that one have something on every day? Yes. | DQ  |
| P3               | So something like that that's constantly plugged in is running throughout. | DQ  |
| P1               | Yes and if we see the fridge... the circles are almost the same | DQ  |
| P3               | So this is one person's consumption for a week and that's what the circle stands for. | DI  |

Table 6: Transcript of Sensemaking Process Using IV1 in WS4
Our final investigation into the role of visualized data in supporting insight-seeking that can lead to creative ideas for new products and services involved attempting to trace the origins of some of the most appropriate ideas that emerged from each of the workshops. The idea that was scored most highly for appropriateness, with a score of 4.66 out of 5, was a suggestion to install a microcontroller into fridges so that their energy consumption could be regulated away from peak hours. This was recorded with the post-it headline “Microcontroller to Fridge Energy Consumption”.

When we look at the outputs from Activity 1 in this workshop we see that a microcontroller is listed as a thing that exerts control. The observations included in the outputs from Activity 2, when using IV1 in this workshop, include the Data Insight “Fridge Is Almost Stable Consumption For Every Day”. This reflects the conversations participants had around fridge consumption during Activity 2, some of which is shown in Table 6. From this, and from the explanation of the idea given to camera, it seems plausible to suggest that the Data Insight gained exploring the visualized data contributed to the idea generated during the combinational creativity in Activity 3. Investigations of other appropriate ideas have revealed similar histories.

DISCUSSION

We have seen from our study that ideas for new products and services that are highly appropriate to the domain for which they are intended can be generated in creative design workshops that use visualizations of domain relevant data to help participants prepare for ideation. We have also seen that increasing ambiguity in the visualization participants explored to understand the context of the design problem had a negative impact on creative performance, in particular with respect to the appropriateness of ideas generated. This may not be surprising in light of previous work in the field of information visualization. However, it is not a subject that to our knowledge has been addressed experimentally before and our study provides both some empirical evidence, and a potential explanation for the effects observed. In turn, this has helped us better understand the role information visualization can play in stimulating stakeholder creativity during early stage design workshops, and also how we should design activities in which information visualization is used as a creative stimulus. We should be wary, in the preparation stage at least, of intentionally increasing the ambiguity employed in information visualization design. Rather, we might design workshop activities that include other creativity techniques to exploit the ambiguity inherent in the data itself; in the design context from which the data are taken; and in the different interpretations that participants’ personal experiences, knowledge and viewpoints suggest.

In a more recent study [12], we have attempted to exploit ambiguity by combining the informal analytical work participants undertake using information visualization with intuitive activities that involve wishful thinking and generative creativity. This follows Miller’s classification of deliberate creativity techniques on a continuum from those that are analytically dominant to those that are intuitively dominant [26]. The analytically dominant use structure to generate logical patterns of thought, for example, asking the classic journalist or detective 5Ws&H questions “Who What Why Where When and How”. The intuitively dominant techniques, such as Wishful Thinking, are more likely to arrive at solutions in a single step or without following a particular sequence. Generative activities, such as those demonstrated by Sanders [33], where ambiguity has been shown to have a positive impact on participant creativity would fall into the intuitively dominant class as they utilise both wishful thinking and imaging.

This time, participants were asked to explore a visualization designed in a style similar to the visualization IV1 described in this paper, and use the insights they gained to develop an imaginary description of the type of household that might have generated the energy consumption data being represented. This description was realised in the form of a large collage created using a combination of photographs and other types of ambiguous stimuli such as paper shapes. The insights gained were used to inform and guide later design activities.

Returning to the study reported here, given that the data represented were the same and that large elements of the colour scheme were consistent across both visualizations, we might expect those groups given IV1 first to have been more successful in their sensemaking when subsequently using IV2. This, however does not appear to be the case. We actually found very little evidence of ordering or learning effects in this study, indicating perhaps that there are other factors in play that limit participants’ use of visual variables to retain knowledge. This is clearly an area for further investigation and one that potentially has wider implications for visualization design.

Another factor that we might expect to be influential in a small study such as this are differences between workshop groups. WS2 generated more ideas than any other group but like the others, a similar number in each condition. Also, WS2’s mean idea rating was higher for both novelty and appropriateness using IV2 than IV1. This was unlike other groups. However, their questionnaire scores were consistent with those of other groups. Therefore, whilst group differences can affect studies such as this, further investigation is needed to understand what those effects are. This is something we should be aware of in future studies.

Similarly, we might have seen an impact on creative performance from our choice to give participants a single iPad per group rather than one per participant. However, we saw no evidence of production blocking, where one participant may dominate group work; evaluation apprehension, where participants may be reluctant to share ideas; or free riding, where participants may take a back seat and not contribute. In this study, as Figure 5 indicates,
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the insights and ideas generated using information visualizations through the whole of a design project we should also undertake a more longitudinal case study. Here we will more effectively be able to separate preparation and idea generation stages of creativity and gain a better understanding of how the ideas and insights gained from data can develop with longer incubation periods. In this way we might demonstrate the relative depth of different insights gained. A longitudinal study would also give us the opportunity to study how we can use information visualization in the idea selection and evaluation or verification stages of creativity and design.

Finally, we believe there should be ways in which increased ambiguity in information visualization design could be exploited more effectively in the context of creative design activities. The space for multiple interpretations that ambiguity offers might require more effective facilitation and more structured workshop activities than we offered in this study. Perhaps, for instance, explicitly requiring participants to work with each of the possible interpretations they make with regards to the visualized data would be effective as part of an exercise in transformational creativity [2].
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